MIKI BEACH 2022
PACKING TIPS
By Mother Goose

PLEASE NOTE: This isn’t a complete packing list, simply a
helpful guide with suggestions & tips that have worked for
me. I’ve learned a lot through trial & error. This will be my
10th consecutive burn, and every year I learn more! Be
prepared and do your own research. What works for me
may not work for you.

BURNINGMAN.ORG
Please get informed

SURVIVAL.BURNINGMAN.ORG
The official survival guide is
MANDATORY READING for anyone
going to BRC

BIKES

BIKE: Non-negotiable. You need one. There will be plenty
available in Reno for purchase. You can also rent them in advance
from places like Kiwanis Bikes in Reno, or various camps that
offer pick up on playa. If you can’t take your bike home, don’t just
dump it anywhere after the burn. Donate it on your way out of
the playa. You should be able to spot multiple donation areas on
the drive out.
BIKE RACK: (For those of you riding in vans/cars) Securing your
bike on your vehicle roof is not easy. If your bike is covering the
license plate of your vehicle once mounted on the bike rack, take
the plate off, zip tie it to your bike so it’s visible to the police. Yes,
really. They are looking for any reason to pull you over.
PRO TIP: If your bike lock gets stuck, squeeze some bike lube on
the letters/numbers or key hole, it should do the trick!

BIKE CHAIN LUBE: Another must. Not only will you use it on
your bike chain daily, but on the zippers of your tent, bags,
clothes and shoes. Buy this at home, and pack it on your bag.
These tend to sell out in Reno.
BIKE LIGHTS: Another non-negotiable item. You will cause
accidents at night if you don't have lights on your bike. The ones
that go on the wheels never make it all week. I no longer
recommend El-wire, it just doesn’t last. You’re better off with LED
battery operated lights.
PRO TIP: Bag the battery box of your lights in a zip lock, close it
as much as u can, and tape it to your bike with a lot of duct tape/
gaffer tape. It'll keep everything contained if the battery pack
breaks open when your bike falls, it'll keep it semi dust free, and
it’ll help if it rains.
-Buy lights in advance. Sometimes these are hard to find in Reno.
NOTE: It’s VERY hard to tell your bike apart from all the others, &
often you will forget where you parked, so if you can spot your
bike from afar it makes life easier. For nighttime, having unique

lights helps with this. Make sure to have extra batteries. For
daytime: zip-tie a stuffed animal to your basket, or anything that
will help tell it apart from others.
BIKE TUBES: After the insane heat during the 2017 burn, I now
consider this a “must”. Bike tires where exploding at random
from the extreme temperatures. Please note the size of your bike
tires, and bring replacements accordingly. There is a camp called
Playa Bike Repair, but DO NOT rely on them. They ask for your
own supplies, and who knows where they are camping this year,
or if they will attend.
BIKE TIRE AIR: Have a fix a flat and a tire pump.
BIKE BASKET: It really helps! I couldn’t live without it. You can
always look for a milk crate and zip-tie it, but you likely won’t
have time to be running around Reno looking for this. Zip ties
work in a pinch but can break off, especially if your bike falls over
all the time. (Sometimes, the tool that you need to use on the
basket screws is not your average Phillips head, check for this
when you buy your bike basket).

TENNIS BALLS: Buy these, cut a SMALL opening with a knife,
and stick them on your bike stand. It’s hard for the stand to stay
put on the playa floor without this. But beware, these balls can
easily become MOOP if you slice the opening too big.
YELLOW BIKES: These are green bikes (I don't know why they
are called yellow bikes) meant to take you on a one way ride. You
pick it up where you found it, use it, and leave it for the next
person. Do NOT rely on these as your mode of transport! They
are random and hard to find, especially at the end of the week.

ELECTRIC BIKES: Life-changing. Completely transformed my
last burn. I saw more, did more, went further…all the things! If
you can financially swing it, you have access to a generator to
charge it, and you trust yourself to always lock it, pull the trigger.
Keep in mind, you will be a bigger target to bike thieves. Even if
you have a strong lock, a thief can simply lift it off the ground and
take it with them. LOCK YOUR BIKE. (The 5mph speed limit
applies to e-bikes too).

Clothing
2 OUTFITS PER DAY: You may end up wearing the same thing
all week. You may think showers are a waste of time if it’s a real
dusty year. Either way, my advice is to have enough clothes with
you to change every day & every night into something clean.

DAY: As naked as possible during the day, but with boots/ closed
toe shoes. The alkaline playa dust creates a chemical reaction
with exposed feet called playa foot…you don't want that.
NIGHT: As warm as possible. It’s helpful to dress in layers at
night, because if you're out till sunrise, you won’t want to go all
the way back to camp to change out of your eskimo clothes.
Camp can be REALLY far away.
PRO TIP: I like to be organized and not have to think when I'm
there. I pack 1 day outfit and 1 night outfit per day, each in it’s
own individual large zip lock bag with socks, underwear and
EVERYTHING needed. I don't have to shuffle through piles of
stuff to get dressed. Just grab a bag and I'm done. This bag
method keeps all my clean clothes dust free. As I go through
outfits, I fold up the dirty clothes and pack them in my suitcase.
One less messy thing to do on the last day.
WIGS: They help you stay warm at night. And they’re fun :)

Shelter
TENT: (if you don’t have an RV) You need a tent to sleep, keep
your non perishable food items in, your water, your clothes, a
mirror (if you’d like one to get dressed), your luggage, etc. The
cabins and tents with the word “instant” are amazing! They click

into place like an umbrella and there is little effort involved.
There are fancier/more expensive tents you can buy (Shiftpod for
example, pictured on the right) that come with extra perks like
special insulating/reflective material, ac vent openings,
capabilities of connecting to another to create a “village”, but it’s
not necessary. A simple tent will do.

YURTS: These are nice and roomy, but they are more of an
investment and a little bit harder to transport and set up.
SHADE STRUCTURE: (This may not apply to most Miki campers,
but worth mentioning for our friends reading this) A shade
structure is great, so that you have a place to set up a propane
kitchen area, table and chairs. This is where you will eat and sit.
Most of the day, you will probably be under the shade hanging

with your neighbors. Proper shade structures are more of an
investment.

IF YOU ARE SLEEPING IN A TENT: Make sure that your tent is
set up beneath a shade structure, so that it’s not boiling hot in
your tent during the day. It’s not the end of the world if this is not
possible, just don't plan on sleeping during the day.
PRO TIP: Tents get extremely hot during the day. If the kind of
tent you have is the kind you have to squat and crawl around in,
you will get lightheaded just looking through bins for clothes and
food. I strongly advise to spend a few extra bucks and get a large
tent that you can stand up in (sometimes called “cabins” not
tents). I bough an instant cabin my 4th burn, and it was so much
better!

REBAR: You will need to buy rebar at a hardware store, along
with a rubber mallet to hammer the rebars into the ground. The
little metal sticks that come with the tent will NOT hold down
your tent against strong wind gusts..and those happen every day!
The regular stick rebar is better than the candy cane shaped
rebar. COVER YOUR REBAR WITH EMPTY WATER BOTTLES
OR TENNIS BALLS!! Light them up at night if you can! It’s
the #1 cause of injury in BRC.
MINIVAN: Can’t afford an RV? Don’t wanna sleep in a tent?
Book a minivan rental. Make sure it has stow-and-go seats that
hide on the floor, that way you have the back of a van to put up
an inflatable mattress, sleeping bags, blankets or whatever you
choose. You can sleep comfortably and with full climate control
(you will need to bring extra gasoline with you if you do this
method). You’ll definitely need a tent for storage if you go the

minivan route. Regular vans in my experience do not have the
same AC/heater set up in the rear as minivans.
NOTE: For those renting minivans out of Reno: Minivans come
with a hefty cleaning fee from the rental companies. You really
just never know if you can dodge this or not. Plan ahead to have
your van cleaned before drop off to increase your chances of not
having to pay this penalty.

Things to purchase NOW
GOGGLES: Look for motorcycle goggles online. The point is to
protect against dust, if they have holes in them or just sit on like
sunglasses, they’re no good.
DUST MASKS: Bandanas or scarves are OK, but masks protect
more. You won’t know how bad the dust will be until you are
there, and masks protect your lungs better. For real dusty days, I
average 1 mask a day, 2 if the string broke or if it got real dirty.
BACKPACK: Or any kind of bag that you'll carry around ALL DAY
EVERY DAY. It will get dirty, probably just as dirty as your shoes
from putting it down everywhere, so nothing fancy or expensive
that you care about. Zippered bags help keep the dust out.
WARM COAT: It gets cold at night! Mid-length is warmer than a
short one, but too long makes it hard to ride your bike. I like mid
length because you can sit on the floor. My first burn I froze even

though I was prepared, it was in the low 30’s/20’s. A warm coat is
better than a cute/nice looking coat.
PRO TIP: If it rains, stop riding your bike, and immediately carry
it off the floor and walk back to camp. If the wet dust sticks to
your bike chain & tires...bye bye bike for the rest of the week.
CLOSED TOE SHOES: Comfortable boots that can get dirty. No
matter the color, black shoes look white after the first day.
FLIP FLOPS: to wear in the “shower”, inside RV’s, inside tents
you’re trying to keep clean.
LIGHTS TO WEAR ON YOUR BODY: You will cause accidents at
night if you don't have lights on you. People won’t see you. But
NO GLOW STICKS. They become MOOP. Only LED battery
operated items. Holiday lights, blink pins, anything. Those slip-on
rave finger lights are great to string on your shoes if you have
laces. Make sure you have extra batteries.
BIKE LIGHTS: I mentioned this already in the BIKE section. Just a
reminder that you really need this. Solar powered lights never
glow enough, they light up weak compared to battery powered
ones.
HEAD LAMP: Just like your bike, I consider this essential!
CAMPING TOILET PAPER: The kind sold in outdoor retailers or
in the camping isle of Target/Walmart. 4-8 tiny rolls are ok. Keep
one in your pack all day. You may not need it, but just in case.
NOTE: Regular toilet paper and baby wipes will clog the porta
potties. Please be mindful, and don’t throw feminine products, or

anything other than camping tp/single-ply tp in the potties. Keep
an empty zip lock bag in your pack, and have that be your
bathroom/moop trash bag. You wouldn’t want the porta potty
closest to your camp (or an area you frequent) to be out of
service all week, would you?!
TENT LAMP: (For those not in an RV) The magnet kind can fall
off and break.
TENT LOCK: Combo lock is better. Sharpie the combination
somewhere around camp.
ZIP TIES: You will use them for everything.

Things to purchase in RENO
(or wherever you will do shopping before entering the event)
You might want to preorder items online, so that your items are
ready to be picked up when you arrive at the store. If you shop in
Reno, a lot of items will be sold out and you may need to go to
multiple stores to gather supplies (and you will likely be on a
tight schedule time-wise).
COLLAPSABLE HAMPER: This makes an amazing trash bag
holder inside of your tent or RV.

TOWEL: 1 is ok, 2 are better.
EXTRA BATTERIES: Always have extras on hand.
TRASH BAGS: A must. Remember, absolutely everything you
bring in, you have to haul out. It costs a lot of money to dispose
of garbage bags on the drive back through Gerlach or other
neighboring towns. HAVE CASH ON HAND FOR THIS! It’s
unpleasant & difficult to load smelly trash bags in your vehicles.
The last thing you want is to have a long drive with smelly trash.
COOLERS: Fill them with ice before you head to BRC. Bring cash
to buy ice on playa! PRESS your cooler lid down to shut it, don’t
just fling it closed, or the ice will melt even faster.
BIKES: Don’t forget to buy a bike and everything else that you'll
need for it.
GAS TANKS: If you are sleeping in a minivan and will turn it on
every day for the heater or the AC....at least 2 tanks per van. Not
sure what the numbers are for generators/ RV’s. Buy latex gloves
for putting gas. It’s always a mess no matter how clean you try to
be, and there are no sinks to wash your hands.
FUNNELS: They’re REALLY helpful, but it will probably still get
messy when you put gas. Cover/protect the playa floor with
something when re-fueling.
PRO TIP: The larger the gas tank, the heavier it will be, and the
harder it will be to slowly pour the gasoline into your vehicle. This
is especially difficult for me, since I’m a petite girl. It’s harder to
do alone, much easier to do in pairs. It may be better to purchase

2 or more smaller tanks, rather than a giant one. I bought a
battery powered gas funnel for my 2018 burn and it was
AWESOME!
A BILLION BABY WIPES: You will use these constantly. To
“bathe”, to pick your nose, to clean your kitchen stuff, to wipe
your hands...
A LOT OF ZIP LOCK BAGS: The kind that zip closed are better
than the kind you press closed.
TWO LARGE PLASTIC BINS WITH LIDS: (If you’re not in an RV)
One to store all your clothes for the week. Another to store all
your non-perishable food items.
A LITTLE STOOL FOR YOUR TENT: (If you’re not in an RV) It’s
awesome to not have to sit on your tent floor or have to squat in
your tent when you are going through your food or clothes bins.
PEDIA LITE: 1 or 2 bottles per tent/van/RV is helpful. (Drink
some first thing when you wake…helps battle dehydration)
WATER: 2 gallons of water per person per day
EATING UTENSILS: Forks, cups, plates. Plastic reusable that you
can clean with baby wipes, NOT the disposable kind. Sharpie
your name on your things.
FOODS HIGH IN SODIUM: Soy sauce, pickles, potato chips...
GRANOLA BARS: Not the kind that can melt! Larabars do well
out there.

KITCHEN STUFF: table, chairs, gas stove, propane, kettle, pot,
pan, plate, serving spoon, salt, pepper....anything you think you’ll
need in a kitchen.

Other things you may need
Radical self reliance, folks! Don’t rely on others having
supplies for you
-Toothbrush (a cover is nice)
-Soap/body wash
-Washcloth/small loofah/sponge
-Toothpaste & mouthwash
-Sunblock
-Chap stick
-Lubricating eye drops. Not the anti-red kind
-Lubricating nose drops/saline nose drops
-Hand sanitizer: Small size to carry around all day. The regular
alcohol kind is okay, but the ones in the baby section without
alcohol are gentler on dry hands

-Body lotion/hand cream. Small size to carry around all day in
your pack is helpful
-Face cleansing/makeup removing wipes.
-Eye mask (keeps light out if you want to sleep during the day)
-Electrical tape: Your iPhones or cameras, whichever you are
going to use to take pictures, every single button and crevice
needs to have electrical tape on it. Otherwise, dust WILL get in.
Even with the tape, dust got in my phone a few years ago and
my videos had no audio.
-Foam ear plugs Leave your custom expensive ones at home.
You may lose them. You will be in a sound camp, and near other
sound camps.
-Fix a flat for your vehicle.
-Small funnel (For those not in an RV, or those of you being
mindful of your RV black water tank reservoir). When you are
sleeping and REALLY have to pee, but don't feel like leaving the
van/tent: pee in an empty water gallon using a funnel...the water
gallons with a screw cap are better.
-Newbies…if you are put off by the idea of peeing in an empty
water gallon, YOU WILL LIKELY WANT TO PEE IN ONE AT
SOME POINT, NO MATTER WHAT YOU THINK. Available at auto
shops/hardware stores/big box stores, you can find containers
that are for collecting oil from your car. They are small, made of

non- transparent plastic, and come with a screw on lid. The lid
keeps the smell out. DISPOSE OF YOUR PEE IN THE MENS
URINAL/LARGE PORTA POTTIE. I was instructed to please do
this and spread the word to others by BM’s port-a-potty cleanup
crew.
-Disinfecting wipes to clean the funnel after urinating.
PRO TIP: You can buy something to help with the smell from
your RV toilet or urine container, but I have no idea if this is easy
to find in Reno...There is a product called “Aqua kem” that
smells like bubble gum, gets completely rid of the smell, and
turns your pee jug/toilet water blue. It’s used to treat RV tanks.
Worked great with my mini camping toilet, and it should work
well with your pee jugs.

-Above is a picture of my mini camping toilet. It was an
AMAZING purchase. If you are going to splurge on one, do NOT

get one with a large holding tank, or you’ll be stuck carrying a
thousand pounds of pee to the portal potties! Stick with
something close to a 2.5 gallon tank. Don’t fill it up with clean”
flushing” water. Simply pee, pour a little Aqua Chem every few
pees, Clorox wipe it, done! If you use the “flush with water”
function, it’ll fill up too fast and it’s unnecessary. PEE ONLY
-Sheets (for bedding/sleeping)
-Blankets (any will do, but get WARM ones if you are sleeping in
a tent)
-Aluminum foil if you need privacy in your vehicle and want to
cover up the windows. (I no longer recommend emergency
blanket as I have in previous guides, they are too much effort for
a similar outcome)
-Scissors and tape to put up the aluminum foil.
-A tiny umbrella that you can carry in your pack all day to use as
shade from the sun.
-An anti-spill sports bottle with a lid that you can clip on to your
bag, or keep inside your bag.
-Car chargers/regular chargers for your phones
-AUX cables for the drive if bluetooth isn’t available
-Magnetic hide-a-key, if you want to hide your car keys under the
car, and not inside a messy tent. Lost keys are a nightmare out
there, plan accordingly.

PRO TIP: In the past, I’ve tied one end of a string to the handle
of an empty water gallon, the other to my car keys.
-Camel backs are helpful, but it’s ok if you rather just put water
bottles or water gallons on your bike basket/ backpack when you
leave camp.
-Fumigation-type misters are really helpful for getting rid of
cooler water that has melted. You can spray down people with
the cold water!
-You need small pieces of wood to elevate coolers from the floor
(if your cooler isn’t inside an RV, uhaul, car, etc). The ice will melt
really fast if you leave them on the tent floor/playa floor.
-Mason jars help keep things in your cooler fresh. Things will get
water logged and gross in zip lock bags.
-Fruit goes bad fast, opt for canned or fruit cups instead, or plan
to eat your fruit early in the week.
-Leather work gloves. These will be awesome to have when
building and tearing down camp. Even if you're just doing minor
loading/unloading, your hands will thank you.
-Personal first aid kit and basic medicines (advil, pepto, etc.)

-Hand and foot warmers. Helpful if we have freezing nights again
this year.
-Liquid bandaid helps seal cuticles and prevent them from
peeling/slicing open.
-Instant coffee is easy to make, and good to have on hand.
-Figure out what you’ll be sleeping on top of (sleeping bag, air
mattress), and keep in mind a storage/donation plan if you
decide to buy a futon mattress.

Additional notes
-Bring cash. The only thing you can buy in BM is ice. You’ll need
cash to get rid of garbage bags on the road after BM.
-Nail care/nail polish: Gel polish is a much better choice, but will
likely not survive the week either. My advice is to cut your nails
short, bring a nail file, and BRING SOMETHING TO CLEAN
UNDER YOUR NAILS (those little wood sticks). I like to wrap a
baby wipe around the tip and clean the underside of my nails
before bed.
-IMPORTANT: After your shopping trips, spend some time
organizing your RV/van/car in the store parking lot (or hotel
parking lot) arranging all the things you bought and getting rid of
any excess packaging. There is ZERO garbage collection in BM.
Whatever trash you haul in, you must haul out and pay to dispose
of yourself. Save a few small plastic grocery bags to use as
garbage bags inside your van/tent/RV. When BM is over and you

are driving through nearby towns, you will want/need to pay to
get rid of your smelly trash bags. It’s expensive, I think roughly
$15 a trash bag depending on the size, but you really have no
choice. It’s impossible to find “free” dump places in Reno, every
store has a lock on their dumpster...they know what’s up. Please
don't be rude with the trash dumping, show respect to the locals.
Either way, the trash will smell so bad you will be willing to pay
anything to get rid of it before you make it to Reno or wherever
your final destination is.
-Keep 2 outfits inside large zip lock bags that you don't need to
open until you are about to leave BM. One to wear during
exodus, and one to wear on the flight home. Include shoes in this
equation! If you’re staying in Reno or elsewhere for a few days
before heading home, then keep 1 bag with clean clothes for
exodus handy, and keep the entire suitcase with Reno/elsewhere
clothes (the entire suitcase inside a trash bag!) while at BM, so
that dust doesn't get in.
-It’s helpful to separate what you'll use in the hotels (before going
to BM and after BM) from the things you'll use during the event.
For example, having two toothbrushes and two razors. Things will
get very dirty and gross. Once you are in your clean hotel, you
probably won’t want to be digging through your dirty luggage
full of dust looking for a crusty toothbrush.
-Have snacks handy both for the drive in and for the drive out.
You will get hungry, and it’ll suck if the food is buried beneath
stuff and you can't get to it.

BURN NIGHT TIPS
1) Make sure you lock your tent/car/RV, especially on Saturday
night during the man burn. Unfortunately, this is the night things
get stolen. Thieves know everyone is at the man, most camps are
completely empty, and the whole city is out & about in the open
playa. Lock your stuff!
2) Do not ride your bike to the man burn. It's a BIG mess & you'll
lose it. If you don't want to leave it at camp because it's too far,
ride it to something nearby like a big art piece or something
recognizable on esplanade, and leave it there, locked, away from
the open playa.
3) Take it easy with the fluids on burn night. The burn takes a
while and it sucks to leave your spot to go pee if you’re in the
crowd. If you’re sitting up front watching the conclave, you’ll
likely have a wall of a thousand people behind you, and it’s nearly
impossible to leave (and find your group again). I watched the
man burn alone my first year because I got lost while walking
with my group to find a spot.
4) If you want to watch the burn with specific people, head out to
the man TOGETHER. You will likely not be able to find anyone
once you're there. Unless you are meeting someone inside/near
a big art car that you can spot from far, finding someone on foot
is absolutely impossible.

THANK YOU FOR READING, HAVE A GREAT BURN!

Mother Goose & Mrs. Miki Mau, 2017

